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Newer Older

The spring season can often call to mind images of pastel palettes, floral patterns and light, flouncy fabrics. 

London Fashion Week however took a new spin on Spring 2019 and brought styles back to intricate and 

artistic fundamentals. This nostalgic newness has inspired us to participate in a trend a bit more tactile and 

rustic in nature than the typical “ethereal” spring look. 

With the age of D.I.Y upon us, we’ve all learned to 

love homemade items. Even if that means an items 

just looks handmade (because we definitely 

wouldn’t be able to craft these macrame fashions) 

this trend will give a new dimension to modern 

fabrics and styles in one’s wardrobe. As we have 

seen with all trends, what goes around comes 

around and surely enough those “new” fabrics and 

styles we have today will happily come back around 

as a fresh look for another season in the future.

The spring season is a fresh start, but no one ever said it had to be simple. With this macrame trend, the more 

intricate the better. We don’t necessarily suggest d.i.ying this tricky technique yourself to wear this new trend 

(unless you have those skills already) but we do suggest purchasing a macrame item and supporting an 

artisan with magnificent talents. This art form should truly not be lost. We always look for newness in what we 

wear and how we wear it but sometimes the best things are the things that have been there all along. 

Something fresh might be right under your nose or in someone’s closet just waiting to be discovered. We like 

to think of this new spring season as bringing us back to earth — back to our roots, grounding us. This may 

just be the true “new” you need this coming spring.


